Prima Night
3.7. – 4.7.2012
We wanted to continue with activities with our youngest students this year too, but with one
little change – we spent a night at school. It was the first time in the history of our school.
The program was variable and we focused on collective games to help them in getting to
know each other so they could start the new school year easier. We joined again activities
organized by our teachers which they did in the first part of the day and met our new students
after lunch. We introduced ourselves and spent the whole afternoon by playing different
games. Probably the most popular were outpost games where they showed a real
competitiveness. Also dekobal caught their interest, but it changed into the war with
waterballoons much earlier than we expected. Fortunately it was hot sunny day :)
After dinner our primans went to prepare the place in two of classrooms where they were
going to sleep. Both groups chose one film to watch before goint to bed and at midnight
school was calm and quiet. At 2 a.m. primans had to leave their warm beds again – the night
game. It had an idea and the rules at the beginning but suddenly it changed into chaos running
and screaming and it was really difficult to say who should be haunting and who was haunted.
Here I have to say that girls were much braver and there were some boys who refused to leave
their sleeping bags! We had breakfast together and primans continued with program with
teachers.
It was very successful activity and we learned a lot (for example 11 year old child eats much
more than you would expect). Not everything went by plan but it was easy to make it up and
the activity reached its aim – it helped to melt borders between primans and get to know each
other quicker. We would like to thank to Mrs. Kuková for the help during the whole day.

